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BMD Voting

1. False   It is NOT necessary to connect the BMD equipment up until a disabled voter comes in.

2. True The BMD supplies are located in the Voting Machine write-in compartment. 

3. True If a voter wishes to use the BMD to mark their ballot for them; they will sign the poll 
book and use a BLANK ballot sheet to be marked by the BMD printer. 

4. False The machine inspector will be called over to assist the voter with using the ballot 
marking device (BMD). 

5.  The proper sequence of events for a voter who is using the BMD:
C) Make the voter comfortable behind the monitor, hand them their headphones and the 

remote control, load a blank paper (NOT A BLANK BALLOT) into the BMD printer 

6.  After the voter has finished voting their ballot using the BMD they:
B) Have an Inspector direct them to the front of the machine so the voter can scan their 
own ballot if they are able

Opening/Closing Polls

7.  Once the Red Ballot bag is opened, you:
D) All of the above

8.  When you arrive in the morning where will the voting machine and the Red Supply bag 
be?  

D) A and B

9. True  All inspectors MUST sign: the Zero tape, the Results tape, the Ballot Transmittal report, 
and the Canvass Seal report at both the opening and closing of polls.
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10.  True After the machine is turned off; you must remove the memory card from the slot 
labeled POLL WORKER and place it in the security pouch, along with the voting machine keys, 
close polls report tape, and security key.

11.  True After the polls close, the inspectors DO NOT have to call the Board of Elections with 
election results but you may still contact the Board of Elections if you have any questions or 
problems.

12.  At the end of the night what goes into the Black (Blue) Supply bag and what is left out?
Anything with a blue dot or anything that came out of the Black/Blue bag. The 
Security Pouch is left out

13.  At the end of the night what goes in the Red Supply Bag?
Anything with a red dot or mark or anything that came out of the Red bag.

14. False   It is not the chairman’s responsibility to make sure all the paper work (i.e. tapes, 
Canvass Seal Report, and Transmittal Sheet) are filled out and signed at the opening and closing 
of polls. 

15. True At the end of the night, when the Polls have CLOSED, your Ballot Transmittal Sheet
must be filled in with how many Ballot Booklets you have used, how many are unused, the
sequential numbers of the used and unused Ballots.

16.  False You will find your protective counter number on the ZERO Report tape after it is
printed and it is always zero?

17.  The only paper seal that get removed from the voting machine is the:
C) The green ATI seal

18.  If voters are waiting in line when the polls close at 9 PM, the Inspectors must:
B)  Permit all voters waiting in line to vote, even if the line goes outside the building

Paper Work 

19.  If the seal numbers on your Supply Bags do not match you should:
A) Call the Board of Elections immediately

20.  After the ZERO Report prints you should:
C)  Check to make sure all offices are zero, compare it to your voting machine ballots,
and your sample ballots to make sure everything is correct, and then all four inspectors’
sign

21.  True All seal numbers are recorded on the CANVASS SEAL REPORT, and the Ballot Box
door “wire seal” and paper ATI seals are put into your Security Bag.
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22.  To fill out the Ballot Transmittal Info Section you:
A) Count the number of booklets you receive, then compare the sequence of numbers by 

checking the first ballot number in the first booklet and the last ballot number in the last 
booklet to the information already recorded by the Election Office

23.  False  Only one Republican and one Democratic Inspector must sign all forms and tapes at 
the beginning and at the end of the day.

24.  True or False (either one)   If on Election Day an inspector has worn shorts and a parka all 
in the same day, you can assume they are from Upstate NY.

25.  True The correct Board of Elections procedure for signing the poll book is to turn the poll 
book around so that it faces the voter.

26.  False The Gray Inspector Envelope is not used to return any forms or paperwork that is 
filled out by either the voter or the inspector.

27.  A voted Affidavit Ballot gets returned in:
      C) The Gray Inspector Return Envelope
      
Voting System

28.  True If after you have powered on the machine, you hear a series of four (4) beeps, then that
means your machine is not plugged in, or the outlet has no power to it.

29.  True   There are separate compartments in the voting machine to collect voter’s ballots,
emergency ballots and the write-in ballots.

30.  To turn the Machine off you:
       B) Open the Ballot Box door, and press the same bottom button you turned it on with
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